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Greenland Ice Sheet surface melt amplified by snowline migration and bare ice exposure
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Greenland Ice Sheet mass loss has recently increased because of enhanced surface melt and runoff. Since melt is critically modulated by surface albedo, understanding the processes and feedbacks that alter albedo is a prerequisite for accurately forecasting mass loss. Using satellite imagery, we demonstrate the importance of Greenland’s seasonally fluctuating snowline, which reduces ice sheet albedo and enhances melt by exposing dark bare ice. From 2001 to 2017, this process drove 53% of net shortwave radiation variability in the ablation zone and amplified ice sheet melt five times more than hydrological and biological processes that darken bare ice itself. In a warmer climate, snowline fluctuations will exert an even greater control on melt due to flatter ice sheet topography at higher elevations. Current climate models, however, inaccurately predict snowline elevations during high melt years, portending an unforeseen uncertainty in forecasts of Greenland’s runoff contribution to global sea level rise.

INTRODUCTION

The Greenland Ice Sheet now contributes over 25% of observed global sea level rise, making it the largest single cryospheric contributor (1). Its enhanced mass loss over the 21st century (2, 3) is primarily attributed to increased surface meltwater runoff (4–6), of which ~93% derives from the relatively small ablation zone (~22% of the ice sheet area) along the ice sheet margin (7). As the winter snowpack melts during the summer, bare glacial ice is exposed in the ablation zone. Since bare ice is both darker and less porous than snow, it absorbs more than twice as much solar radiation and retains less meltwater. Bare ice therefore produces a large proportion (~78%) of Greenland’s total runoff into the ocean (8), although it is only exposed across a small area of the ice sheet during the summer. Accurately capturing the reduced albedo and full extent of bare ice in climate models is therefore critical for determining Greenland’s current and future runoff contributions to sea level rise (9).

Representing bare ice albedo and extent in climate models is challenging since both impart nonlinear positive feedbacks between net shortwave radiation and surface melt over seasonal time scales (7, 9–11). A seasonal increase in downward shortwave radiation reduces bare ice albedo through melt processes that darken the ice surface, notably, exposure of dust layers, pooling of surface meltwater, increased interstitial water content, and liquid meltwater–induced growth of pigmented ice algal assemblages that inhabit the bare ice surface (12–17). Despite operating over a relatively small area of the ice sheet, it is argued that these bare ice processes have contributed substantially to an observed reduction in albedo and associated increase in melt across Greenland’s ablation zone from 2000 to 2011 (9, 14, 15). We collectively term this category of physical and biological melt-albedo processes that darken bare ice the “bare ice–albedo feedback”.

A seasonal increase in downward shortwave radiation also increases the extent of bare ice through the annual migration of the summer snowline. As sufficient energy is received at the surface to completely melt the accumulated winter snowpack, darker bare glacial ice is exposed, further enhancing the absorption of shortwave radiation by the ice sheet. We term this melt-albedo feedback the “snowline-albedo feedback.” While the importance of this process has long been recognized in alpine glacier settings (18–20), snowlines have received surprisingly little focus in Greenland beyond the pioneering facies work in the 1960s and 1990s (21–23). The importance of the snowline-albedo feedback for amplifying melt, and its efficacy relative to the bare ice–albedo feedback, has therefore yet to be evaluated.

Here, we assess the importance of the snowline-albedo feedback and its influence on Greenland Ice Sheet meltwater production using a new remotely sensed bare ice presence product (see Materials and Methods). We derive this product from daily Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) satellite imagery acquired by NASA’s Terra satellite and validated using Landsat 5, 7, and 8 satellite imagery and in situ field observations. We use our product to map snowline variability across Greenland from 2001 to 2017 and to evaluate its impact on the total net shortwave radiation relative to processes that darken bare ice and firn/snow. We then combine our snowline dataset with ice sheet surface topography to investigate how the strength of the snowline-albedo feedback changes as snowlines rise to higher elevations under a warmer climate. Last, owing to their heavy use for predicting future Greenland Ice Sheet melting and runoff contribution to global sea level rise, we assess whether regional climate models (RCMs) accurately determine snowline elevations.

RESULTS

During the 2001–2017 study period, Greenland Ice Sheet snowline elevations exhibited substantial interannual variation (Fig. 1). Averaged across the ice sheet, end-of-summer (i.e., maximum) pan-Greenland snowline attained a maximum elevation of 1650 m in 2012 and a minimum of 1330 m in 2009, with a mean 2001–2017 elevation of 1450 ± 90 m (mean ± SD) (see Materials and Methods for the description of the snowline metric; Fig. 2). The pan-Greenland snowline elevation did not rise linearly over the entire 2001–2017 study period but rose significantly (R² = 0.50; P < 0.01) at an average
rate of 17 m per year (a\(^{-1}\)) from 2001 to 2012 (Fig. 2A). Spatially, end-of-season snowline elevations exhibited substantial regional variation, generally rising with decreasing latitude and ranging from 980 ± 67 m (mean ± SD) in North Greenland to 1520 ± 113 m in Southwest Greenland (see tables S1 and S2). In general, end-of-summer snowline elevations displayed greatest variability in Southwest Greenland (varying by ±385 m over the 2001–2017 study period; Fig. 1D) and least variability in East Greenland (varying by ±132 m over the 2001–2017 study period; Fig. 1C).

Because the position of the seasonal snowline is the primary determinant of bare ice exposure, bare ice extent closely tracks interannual variations in snowline elevation (Fig. 2). End-of-summer pan-Greenland bare ice extent averaged 221,890 ± 30,120 km\(^2\) (12 ± 2% of the total ice sheet area; mean ± SD) over the 2001–2017 study period. The maximum mapped bare ice extent (300,050 km\(^2\)) occurred in summer 2012, a record-setting melt year when bare ice was exposed across 16% of the ice sheet. In contrast, the smallest mapped extent of bare ice (184,660 km\(^2\)) occurred in 2006, when bare ice was exposed across just 10% of the ice sheet (Fig. 2), nearly 40% percent less area than that in 2012. Like snowline elevation, bare ice extent did not exhibit any discernible temporal trend over the 2001–2017 study period (\(P > 0.10\)) but increased significantly by 6950 km\(^2\) a\(^{-1}\) between 2001 and 2012 (\(R^2 = 0.55; P < 0.01\)) an average increase of 4.1% per year (a\(^{-1}\)). We provide regional quantifications of both snowline elevation and bare ice extent, together with an uncertainty analysis, in tables S1 and S2.

We demonstrate the importance of snowline migration on overall ice sheet melt production by quantifying how fluctuations in bare ice extent affect net shortwave radiation, the dominant contributor of Greenland Ice Sheet melt energy (24, 25). To do this, we combine our daily bare ice presence product with daily albedo data from MODIS (MOD10A1) and daily downward shortwave radiation fields from Modèle Atmosphérique Régional (MAR) 3.9 (26), to partition the total shortwave radiation absorbed by bare ice versus firn/snow in the ablation zone [i.e., where net surface mass balance (SMB) is <0] (see Materials and Methods). Net shortwave radiation is then partitioned again by fixing the albedo of bare ice to the mean bare ice albedo observed on June 1 during the 2001–2017 study.
The residual difference between the shortwave energy absorbed by bare ice with fixed albedo and bare ice with observed albedo allows us to evaluate the efficacy of increasing bare ice extent versus decreasing bare ice albedo on melt. We find that net shortwave radiation in the ablation zone is primarily controlled by fluctuations in bare ice extent during the 2001–2017 study period (Fig. 3A). Net shortwave radiation attributed solely to variations in the extent of bare ice (and corresponding extent of firn/snow) had an SD of ±9 exajoules (EJ; 10^18 J) during our study period, equivalent to 53% of the total net shortwave radiation variability in the ablation zone (±17 EJ). This is exemplified by years 2010 and 2012, when an additional 12 EJ (7%) and 18 EJ (11%) of shortwave energy were absorbed in the ablation zone relative to the 2001–2017 mean solely because snowlines rose earlier in the season and to higher elevations (Fig. 3A). These energy quantities are equivalent to +36 and +54 Gt of additional melt, when converted to mass using the latent heat of fusion for ice (334 kJ kg\(^{-1}\)). Since shortwave radiation is the dominant contributor of ice sheet melt energy, it follows that interannual fluctuations in bare ice extent, driven by snowline migration, were an important control on ice sheet meltwater production during the 2001–2017 study period.

Other processes that reduce the albedo of bare ice and firn/snow also influence interannual variations in net shortwave radiation in the ablation zone. Excluding the effects of snowline fluctuations, shortwave radiation absorption attributed to temporal variability in bare ice albedo and firm/snow albedo had an SD of ±5 and ±3 EJ during the study period, accounting for 29 and 18% of the total net shortwave radiation variability in the ablation zone, respectively (Fig. 3A). In 2010 and 2012, the reduction in bare ice albedo increased net shortwave radiation absorbed in the ablation zone by 4 and 5%, respectively, relative to the 2001–2017 mean. However, while processes that darken bare ice [e.g., exposure of dust (13), presence of surface and interstitial water (12), and algal growth (14–17)] and snow [e.g., impurities and snow grain size (7, 11)] are important amplifiers of melt, our analysis suggests that they are secondary in comparison to processes that expose bare ice (i.e., snowline migration).

Seasonally (i.e., from June 1 to August 31), we find that increasing bare ice extent, rather than decreasing bare ice albedo, is the primary driver of shortwave radiation absorption in the ablation zone when averaged over the entire 17-year study period (Fig. 3B). From 2001 to 2017, a mean 84% (77 EJ) of the total shortwave radiation absorbed by bare ice was due to its increasing extent. In contrast, the mean net shortwave radiation due to the seasonal decline in bare ice albedo (15 EJ) was just a fifth of the additional net shortwave radiation due to increases in bare ice extent (Fig. 3B). This may be explained, at least partly, by the magnitude of albedo reduction caused by bare ice darkening processes. The mean reduction of bare ice albedo over the summer (from June 1 to August 31) was 0.12 (i.e., from 0.57 to 0.45). In contrast, the difference between the albedo of firm/snow and bare ice is almost double (i.e., 0.22, from 0.79 to 0.57). The strongest melt-albedo feedback operating on the Greenland Ice Sheet is therefore caused by rising seasonal snowlines, rather than biological and/or hydrological processes that alter the bare ice albedo itself.

Because of differences in ice sheet hypsometry (i.e., the relationship between surface area and elevation) and climate, the strength of the snowline-albedo feedback varies regionally around the ice sheet (27, 28). To assess where the snowline-albedo feedback had greatest impact during the 2001–2017 study period, we subdivide our net shortwave radiation analysis into eight ice sheet sectors based on the Ice Sheet Mass Balance Inter-comparison Exercise (IMBIE) (Fig. 1A). We then evaluate the sensitivity of each sector to the snowline-albedo feedback by quantifying the relative impact of snowline fluctuations on bare ice extent and total net shortwave variability in the ablation zone (i.e., the SD of shortwave radiation absorbed by bare ice extent from 2001–2017 divided by the mean shortwave radiation absorbed by bare ice extent from 2001–2017,
i.e., the coefficient of variation \((C_v)\)]. This allows assessment of which sectors of the ice sheet are most sensitive to the snowline-albedo feedback due to the current topographic hypsometry of the ice sheet surface.

We find that Southwest Greenland (IMBIE sector 6) was the most sensitive sector to the snowline-albedo feedback \((C_v = 0.31)\) during the 2001–2017 study period. Of the total shortwave radiation absorbed by bare ice, 42% was absorbed in this sector. This is because the gently sloping ice surface topography of Southwest Greenland, together with mild summer air temperatures and low snow accumulation \((9)\), exposes large areas of bare ice every summer as the regional snowline rises to higher elevation (e.g., Fig. 1A). In this sector, small increases/decreases in melt cause large increases/decreases in snowline and associated bare ice exposure. This is exemplified by the difference between 2012 and 2013, when a reduction in bare ice extent reduced summer shortwave radiation absorption in the ablation zone by 7 EJ (potential melt, 21 Gt) equivalent to 54% of the total reduction in net shortwave radiation in the ablation zone in this sector \([13\ EJ; \ (potential\ melt,\ 39\ Gt)]\). The snowline-albedo feedback is thus strongest in Southwest Greenland.

The coefficient of variation indicates that the snowline-albedo feedback also drives large fluctuations in shortwave energy absorbed in North \((C_v = 0.28)\), Northeast \((C_v = 0.25)\), South \((C_v = 0.27)\), and Northwest Greenland \((C_v = 0.26)\) (Fig. 1A). Although less bare ice is exposed in these sectors (e.g., Fig. 1, B and D), they either have gently sloping ice surface topography (e.g., North and Northeast Greenland) or experience large interannual climatic variations (e.g., variable winter snowfall), which induce large interannual variations in summer bare ice exposure. In contrast, the coefficient of variation in East \((C_v = 0.19)\) and Southeast \((C_v = 0.23)\) Greenland is smaller, indicating that the topography and climate of these sectors act to suppress snowline variability and associated fluctuations in net shortwave radiation. An example of this is East Greenland where steep ice surface topography constrains interannual variations in bare ice exposure (Fig. 1D).

Summer air temperatures over the Greenland Ice Sheet are projected to increase up to 4.1°C by the end of the 21st century \((29)\). Snowlines will likely rise to higher elevations than the range that we observe during our 2001–2017 study period (Fig. 4, gray shaded area). This will, depending on the ice sheet hypsometry, cause the snowline-albedo feedback to intensify. To evaluate the hypsometric sensitivity of the snowline-albedo feedback, we calculate the area of new bare ice exposure that would be introduced by raising the snowline up to 500 m above the corresponding mean 2001–2017 elevations \([Fig. 4 \ (red\ shaded\ area)\ and\ fig.\ S1]\). This metric (in units of square kilometer of bare ice exposed per meter of snowline elevation change) enables the assessment of the potential amplification of the snowline-albedo feedback under a future warmer climate.

Our results demonstrate that the area of bare ice exposure per meter of snowline elevation rise increases exponentially in all sectors...
because of a flatter ice sheet surface at higher elevations. This nonlinear increase of bare ice exposure signifies that the impact of Greenland’s snowline-albedo feedback will become even stronger as snowlines rise, including areas other than Southwest Greenland. In North Greenland, for example, the strength of the snowline-albedo feedback increases by 51% relative to our 2001–2017 study period (Fig. 4A). In East, Southwest, West, and Northwest Greenland, it increases by between 30 and 40% relative to the present day (Fig. 4, C and F to H). In contrast, the snowline-albedo feedback does not intensify substantially in Northeast, Southeast, and South Greenland, where current elevation-area relationships remain relatively constant under a scenario of 500 m of snowline elevation rise (Fig. 4, B, D, and E).

**DISCUSSION**

In principle, the current generation of physically based RCMs should capture the contemporary and future strength of the snowline-albedo feedback, since they couple sophisticated multilayer snow models with realistic ice sheet surface topography (6, 8, 26, 30, 31). However, we find that two RCMs commonly used for forecasting Greenland meltwater runoff [MAR3.9 (26) and Regional Atmospheric Climate Model (RACMO) 2.3p2 (30)] do not accurately capture maximum snowline elevations and bare ice extent (Fig. 5). In comparison to our remotely sensed bare ice presence metrics, we find that, on average, RACMO2.3p2 underestimates maximum bare ice extent by 6%, while MAR3.9 overestimates by 13% during the 2001–2017 study period (Fig. 5, A and B and fig. S2). Furthermore, we find that these discrepancies are significantly correlated with total summer runoff (Fig. 5, C and D). This suggests that MAR3.9 and RACMO2.3p2 do not sufficiently capture the role of the snowline-albedo feedback during extreme melt years (e.g., 2010, 2012, and 2016). Given that bare ice exposure is a primary control on meltwater production (Fig. 3) and that extreme melt events are projected to increase in the future (29), the failure of RCMs to accurately predict snowline elevation and bare ice extent during high melt years raises uncertainty in 21st-century forecasts of Greenland’s future runoff contributions to global sea level rise (Fig. 6). Moreover, uncertainty in bare ice extent adds an additional challenge for modeling the spatio-temporal variability of bare ice albedo and its impact on future runoff (15, 17).

Our findings indicate that future projections of ice sheet runoff by the current generation of semi-empirical models (e.g., positive-degree day or temperature index) must also be treated with caution. These models, which are typically calibrated to RCM-modeled runoff, assume that the strength of melt-albedo feedbacks observed in the past remains constant into the future (32–34). However, since the snowline-albedo feedback is not accurately captured by RCMs and bare ice exposure increases nonlinearly as snowlines rise, this assumption appears unjustified. If semi-empirical models are to be used for forecasts of Greenland’s future contribution to sea level rise, then they should therefore account for the increasing strength of melt-albedo feedbacks, such as that induced by snowline migration.

Our study quantifies, for the first time, the importance of Greenland’s snowline for amplifying ice sheet melt. We find that snowlines exhibit substantial seasonal and interannual variation and are the dominant control on shortwave energy absorption and meltwater production in the ablation zone. While hydrological and biological processes that darken bare ice also influence shortwave energy absorption and runoff generation, they are secondary to the extent of bare ice exposure associated with snowline fluctuations. Unless offset by enhanced winter accumulation, snowlines will rise to higher elevations in a warmer climate and seasonally amplify melt even more than they presently do because of the hypsometry of the ice sheet. Since bare ice has much lower porosity than snow and firm, rising snowlines will reduce not only ice sheet albedo but also the capacity of the ice sheet to retain meltwater. Furthermore, since bare ice has substantially higher surface roughness than snow, the exposure of bare ice will also increase the rate of turbulent heat transfer from the atmosphere to the ice sheet surface. Improved representation of snowlines and bare ice exposure in climate models is therefore critical for accurately projecting future Greenland Ice Sheet runoff contributions to global sea level rise.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Data

MOD09GA daily land surface reflectance Collection 6 products for every summer (June 1 to August 31) between 2001 and 2017 were downloaded from NASA’s Land Processes Distributed Active Archive Center (LP DAAC) at the U.S. Geological Survey (USGS) Earth Resources Observation and Science (EROS) Center. The MOD09GA product provides atmospherically corrected surface reflectance from Terra’s MODIS for bands 1 to 7. The product was collected daily and delivered on a sinusoidal grid with a grid cell resolution of ~0.25 km². MOD10A1 daily snow cover Collection 6 data were also downloaded from 2001 to 2017 from NASA’s National Snow and Ice Data Center Distributed Active Archive Center. MOD10A1 was collected daily and delivered on a sinusoidal grid with a grid cell resolution of ~0.25 km². We noted that MOD10A1 Collection 6 accounts for Terra MODIS sensor degradation, which was uncorrected for in the previous collection (C5) (35, 36). The eight MOD09GA and MOD10A1 tiles that cover Greenland (h15v01, h15v02, h16v00, h16v01, h16v02, h17v00, h17v01, and h17v02) were mosaicked, reprojected to North Pole Stereographic (ESRI:102018), and resampled (nearest neighbor) to a pixel resolution of 500 × 500 m. The mosaic was then clipped using the Greenland Ice Mapping Project (GIMP) ice mask (37). A cloud mask was produced by combining the pixels flagged as clouds in MOD10A1 with the MOD09GA cloud-state layer. Data from Aqua’s MODIS instrument were not used in this study because a failure in band 6 reduces cloud detection capability (7).

Classification

Discrimination between bare ice and firn/snow was achieved using random forests supervised classification (fig. S3) (38). We first produced a training dataset by manually classifying pixels as bare ice,
The daily classified bare ice maps derived from MODIS were used to calculate a summer June, July, and August (JJA) bare ice presence index (or exposure frequency) (fig. S5). The bare ice presence index varies between 0 and 1 in any given summer and is defined as the number of times a pixel is classified as bare ice divided by the total number of valid observations of that pixel (i.e., when not cloud-obscured) between June 1 and August 31. The mean number of valid pixel observations for the whole ice sheet ranged between 45 and 61 days (50 to 68%) and averaged 56 days (62%) between 2001 and 2017. We find that there is some variability between the number of valid observations in June, July, and August (fig. S6). However, the variability is small (SD = ±1.3 days) and cannot explain the observed fluctuations of bare ice presence between 2001 and 2017. Seasonal variability in the number of valid observations therefore does not appear to have biased our results (fig. S6).

Validation of the bare ice presence index was achieved with comparison to in situ albedo measurements derived from 21 PROMICE/GAP automated weather station (AWS) measurements around the ice sheet (39). AWS albedo is measured by Kipp & Zonen CNR1 or CNR4 net radiometers, which measure downward and upward shortwave radiation fluxes with a specified uncertainty of less than 5% (40). Downward shortwave radiation was corrected for tilt and was only calculated when solar zenith angles were larger than 70°. Daily albedo was calculated by integrating the hourly averaged albedo data over a 24-hour period. Bare ice was defined as daily albedo <0.55, and summer bare ice presence index was calculated in the same way as the MODIS bare ice maps. This threshold is based on in situ portable spectrometer and unmanned aerial vehicle (UAV) albedo measurements, which indicate that bare ice is rarely brighter than 0.55. We find that our MODIS bare ice presence product is in close agreement with that measured by the AWS with an $R^2$ equal to 0.82 (fig. S7).

Metrics

The annual maximum elevation of the snowline and extent of bare ice were derived from the summer bare ice presence index maps (fig. S5). The annual maximum extent of bare ice is defined as the number of pixels having a bare ice presence index of >0.1. This value was chosen to protect against potentially misclassified pixels and makes the maximum bare ice extent metric conservative. Interannual variations of end-of-summer bare ice extent for the entire ice sheet are presented in Fig. 2. End-of-summer bare ice extent is also provided for each of the eight IMBIE sectors in tables S1 and S2.

The annual maximum snowline elevation, corresponding to the end-of-summer snowline in alpine glaciology literature, is defined as the 90th percentile of bare ice pixel elevations (i.e., those with a bare ice presence of >0.1) (41) (fig. S5). The elevation of each pixel was derived from the GIMP digital elevation model (37). The 90th percentile was chosen to protect against potentially misclassified pixels and makes the end-of-summer snowline metric conservative. We note that the end-of-summer snowline metric is a useful relative summary metric for assessing and conceptualizing interannual changes of bare ice exposure but has limited usefulness as an absolute metric due to strong latitudinal gradients of snowline elevation across the ice sheet (e.g., fig. S5). To account for latitudinal snowline variations, we provided end-of-season snowline elevation for each IMBIE sector in tables S1 and S2.

The uncertainties of both metrics were evaluated by considering the errors of commission (0.3%) and omission (4.6%) in the bare ice classification. By incorporating these uncertainties into our metrics, we find that maximum summer bare ice extent may be overestimated by 790 km$^2$ and underestimated by up to 12,103 km$^2$. Likewise, the
end-of-season snowline may be overestimated by 5 m and underestimated by up to 70 m. We consider these uncertainties when the remotely sensed metrics were compared with similar metrics derived from RCMs.

Albedo and downward shortwave radiation
Daily ice sheet albedo from 2001 to 2017 was obtained from the albedo layer (300 to 3000 nm) in the MOD10A1 C6 product. MOD10A1 is a “blue-sky” albedo product, meaning that it is a linear combination of directional-hemispherical reflectance (“black-sky albedo”) and bi-hemispherical reflectance (“white-sky albedo”) (42) and therefore is directly comparable with both modeled and spectrometer albedo values. Like the MOD09GA surface reflectance products, MOD10A1 was resampled (nearest neighbor) to a pixel size of 500 × 500 m, re-projected to North Pole Stereographic (ESRI:102018), and clipped to the GIMP ice mask. All pixels flagged as clouds in either the MOD10A1 or the coincident MOD09GA cloud-state layer were excluded from the analysis.

Daily downward shortwave radiation was obtained from MAR3.9 (26). A climatology of downward shortwave radiation was produced by averaging data over the 2001–2017 period resulting in 92 downward shortwave radiation fields (one for every day of the summer). Like the albedo data, the daily downward shortwave radiation data were reprojected to North Pole Stereographic, resampled (nearest neighbor) to 500 × 500 m pixels, and clipped to the GIMP ice mask (37).

Gap filling
We interpolated almost all the missing values (i.e., pixels flagged as cloud) in the MODIS bare ice classification and albedo products from 2001 to 2017 using a gap-filling method. Missing pixels were reclassified on the basis of the value of the same pixel in the antecedent grid. If the same pixel in the antecedent grid was also missing, then the preceding grid was used to reclassify the pixel. This process was repeated incrementally up to 3 days before and after the original grid. The gap filling reduced the fraction of missing pixels from 59 to 0.7%.

Ablation zone
The ablation zone, where the annual melt and runoff exceed the snow accumulation rate and the SMB is negative, was defined using daily SMB data from MAR3.9 (26). For each grid cell, we summed the SMB values over the 2001–2017 period and defined the ablation zone as an SMB of <0.

Net shortwave radiation
Net shortwave radiation at each pixel was calculated by subtracting the pixel albedo from one and multiplying by the daily downward shortwave radiation at that pixel. We first partitioned the net shortwave radiation absorbed by bare ice and firn/snow in the ablation zone for every summer between 2001 and 2017 using observed, seasonally evolving albedo of each surface type. Next, we calculated the mean bare ice and firn/snow albedo observed on June 1 during the 2001–2017 study period. The albedo of bare ice and firn/snow was then fixed to these mean values (0.55 and 0.78, respectively), and we recalculated the net shortwave radiation received by bare ice and firn/snow. The residual difference between bare ice or firn/snow with observed albedo versus bare ice or firn/snow with fixed albedo allowed us to isolate the relative importance of the extent and albedo of bare ice and firn/snow on net shortwave radiation in the ablation zone.

To evaluate the sensitivity of our results to the choice of fixed bare ice albedo value, we repeated the net shortwave radiation analysis while incrementally increasing and decreasing the fixed bare ice albedo by ±0.01 from the original value (0.55). We find that the bare ice–albedo feedback only becomes stronger than the snowline-albedo feedback when the fixed albedo of bare ice is raised by +0.12 (to 0.67). The conclusion of our study (that snowline migration is a primary amplifier of melt and that bare ice or firn/snow albedo are secondary in comparison) therefore appears robust to uncertainties in the choice of fixed bare ice albedo that, when averaged across the ablation zone, are not expected to be greater than ±0.02.

RCM bare ice extent and snowline
Daily bare ice extent was derived from two RCMs commonly used for future projections of Greenland SMB: MAR3.9 (26) and RACMO2.3p2 (30). To discriminate between bare ice and snow pixels in RACMO2.3p2, we used an albedo threshold of <0.55. In MAR3.9, bare ice pixels were identified as those with a density between 915 and 925 kg m⁻³ at a depth of 0 cm and an albedo of less than 0.60.

Both models were coupled to multilayer, one-dimensional snow models that explicitly simulate surface albedo as a function of snow grain size and impurity content. When snowpack thickness reaches zero, MAR3.9 prescribes an initial bare ice albedo of 0.55, which can decrease depending on the depth of water layer covering the ice to a minimum of 0.35 and increase depending on clouds and solar zenith angle to 0.60. RACMO2.3p2 calculates bare ice albedo as the 5% lowest surface albedo measured by the MODIS 16-day albedo product (MCD43A3) during the 2001–2010 period. The daily bare ice extent maps from the models were used to calculate a summer bare ice presence index in the same way as for the MODIS composite products. To enable comparison between different products, we resampled all products to a 1-km grid using bilinear interpolation. We then clipped all bare ice presence index maps to a common mask based on the GIMP ice mask and calculated the end-of-summer bare ice extent and snowline elevation for each model (fig. S2).

Note that some approaches for hindcasting Greenland melt and runoff directly incorporate observed albedo from MODIS. For example, the albedo field of HIRHAM5 (43) is based on de-noised MOD10A1 surface albedo. Both snow and bare ice were therefore observed (i.e. spatially and temporally variable), and HIRHAM5 implicitly captured the strength of the snowline-albedo and bare ice–albedo feedback. By incorporating observed albedo from MODIS, (43) shows that discrepancies between observed and modeled ice sheet melt and runoff are substantially reduced. However, this approach is not applicable for future projections of Greenland SMB, since observations of surface albedo are not available. Accurate predictions of Greenland’s future meltwater runoff contributions to global sea level are therefore likely to rely on refining snowpack models to more accurately determine the timing of bare ice exposure and associated strength of the snowline-albedo feedback.

SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS
Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/5/3/eaav3738/DC1

Fig. S1. Sensitivity of each IMBIE sector to the snowline-albedo feedback during the 2001–2017 study period.

Fig. S2. Difference between observed (MODIS) bare ice presence index and that modeled by RACMO2.3p2 and MAR3.9 in an average melt year (2005) and high melt year (2016).
Table S1. Maximum (or end-of-summer) snowline and bare ice extent for IMBIE sectors 1 to 4

Southwest Greenland (IMBIE sector 6).

Fig. S3. Example of random forests classification of bare ice and snow in West Greenland on
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